Abstract
Introduction:
Collatz conjecture or the 3x+1 problem is a well known problem [1] . The Collatz function is defined on N as, An iterative scheme is introduced as . There is a natural number such that for all initial value . The sequence { } is known as Collatz sequence.
In the similar fashion one dimensional IVT from is defined as where m is the decimal conversion from the p adic number,
In [2] Hassan et al. have proved that an iterative scheme converges to 0 for any initial value .
Here { } is denoted as IVT sequence.
In this paper we mainly focus on the bijective Collatz like IVTs. For a given number, the rule for calculating its p th pre-image for bijective Collatz like IVTs is described. Using this rule, an efficient single path routing protocol is designed.
In practice there are many algorithms (both static and dynamic) proposed and many of them have been implemented [8] . This approach assigns a number, the cost, to each of the links between each node in the network. Nodes will send information from point A to point B via the path that results in the lowest total cost (i.e. the sum of the costs of the links between the nodes used). When applying link-state algorithms, each node uses as its fundamental data a map of the network in the form of a graph.
The shortest route algorithm proposed by Dijkstra (1959) is quite famous and efficient [9] .
Our proposed single path static routing protocol uses the property of Integral Value Transformations (IVT) .The algorithm uses the underlined property of Collatz like bijective IVT to optimize routing. Before coming to the technical details let us revisit the notion of Integral Value Transformation.
Notion of IVT:
Integral Value Transformations (IVT) from is defined where p denotes the p-adic number, k denotes dimension of the domain and # represents the transformation index [2] . It is worth noting that these IVTs' correspond to each of the multistate Cellular Automata.
Let us define the IVT in in 4-adic number systems. There are 256 ( ) one variable four state CA rules.
Corresponding to each of those CA rules there are 256 IVTs are there in 4 adic systems in one dimension.
is mapping a non-negative integer to a non-negative integer.
Where ‗a' is a non-negative integer and and ‗b' is the decimal value corresponding to the 4-adic number.
For an example, let us consider and . Therefore, .
Consequently, .
In the next section we will discuss about a class of IVT, which are bijective and Collatz like in nature. Starting from the LSB to the left, it is observed that the digits are repeated at the 4th iteration up to a certain position. As 3 at the MSB becomes 0 in the second iteration, it is omitted.
Bijective Collatz like IVTs
This property is utilized to find the p th pre-image of a natural number. This is described in the next section. In the second case, where , let the p-adic representation of A be,
As produces 0 after , and For illustration of 3.2, 1766) =742, i.e. N=742, A=1766.
Application:
The fundamental function of the network layer is to provide routes for packets (in case of packet switching) from the source machine to the destination machine. In most cases, packets will require multiple hops to make the journey. In our protocol we used the property of bijective Collatz like IVTs and the rules we established in section 3.
Proposed Protocol:
Consider the situation where a number of source machines are trying to send data to a single destination machine or target machine.
Each source machine is given a natural number as an address. The target machine is designated by the number 0.
The routing protocol is described below.
Each source machine sends data to the immediate machine with address where the address of the source machine is and denotes bijective collatz like IVT function in p adic domain.
The source machine will store the number along with some information regarding the machine with address , so that for further communications it will not compute or search for the machine to send its data.
It will straightly forward data to . So a virtual link (path) is established between machines and
As the function is collatz like, it is assured that there exists a path from any source machine to the target machine as the destination machine is designated by 0 which is the attractor of the Collatz like IVT functions.
With the help of above described protocol, assume machine M sends data to destination machine in finite number of hops. So a virtual link is established between M and destination machine. For a given M, a natural number A (A M) can be found whose trajectory includes M. A can be calculated using the result of Theorem 3.1. For simplicity, we consider .When A tries to communicate and send its data to the destination, after p iterations (hops) it reaches M. Once it reaches M, the path from M to destination is already established in the sense that no computing and searching is needed to route data from M to the target machine. So a part of the path from A to destination is pre-calculated (if M sends data prior to A) which leads to the optimization in routing.
Now another case is considered where A has communicated prior to M. In this case the path from A to destination is virtually established and M belongs to that path. So a path exists from M to destination and the communication from M to the target machine no longer needs any computation or searching.
Design:
The designer must be aware that how many paths will be there which are directly connected to the destination node or in other words how many parallel paths are there in the network. We take the number as We name these nodes
The number of these nodes is chosen in such a way that produce 0 in the first iteration. So it is easy to see that from these nodes the destination nodes can be accessed in one step. Any other nodes will be successively connected to these first nodes. For designing the topology of the network, we first calculate the th pre-image of a node directly connected to the destination node. If the number of nodes required for a level is greater than p, then we take further pre-images so that the number of nodes can be accommodated within the design. As an example, if the designer chose p=5 and a level needs 10 nodes, then we take the 10 th (5 X 2) pre image of the first node using the φ(M) function twice. Now all of the nodes can be accommodated.
So, for designing the network, three parameters are used: the number of machines that are connected to the destination node, denoted by , the number of phases in each parallel line, , and the for which the will be computed. Using these parameters, we can accommodate at most number of nodes. There are three parameters in this equation and they can be chosen according to the requirement of the network, available technology, cost etc. The choice of p depends on the total number of nodes in the network. The designer may chose the value of n and v in such a way that the value of p doesn't exceed 5. By doing so, we not only make the network design feasible but also reduce the number of unused nodes. In most cases number of parallel paths may be restricted by the network technology, so is restricted. The parameter , which denotes the number of phases in the network is unrestricted and for large n, the number of optimal pairs is increased.
As there are (p-1)! numbers of Collatz like bijective functions for a p-adic system; it is easy to see that there will be (p-1)! different allocations of nodes. But if for each level, the number of nodes is the same, the network will be isomorphic. So by changing the value of #, we can change the allocation of the nodes but not the topology of the graph. As an example, for p=4 and # =57, the network looks like this: And for p=4 and # =114 the same network will look like this Here we can observe an important property of the network. Since we are using Collatz like bijective IVT systems, we can be assured that there is only one path between two particular nodes. This implies that if there is a path between two nodes, these two nodes form a pair. And there exist a number of pairs in the network.
5.

Conclusion and future works:
In this paper an algebraic result of finding the p th pre-image of a number for Collatz like bijective IVTs is explored.
Using it an efficient routing protocol is designed. A further extension of the protocol can be done by varying the number of nodes in a parallel line or using variable p for each parallel line. Dynamic address allotment to the source machines and the scheduling methodologies would be our future endeavors.
